Aldeburgh Town Council’s
Response to:

FINAL SUBMISSION
SIZEWELL C
STAGE THREE
CONSULTATION
A vision of Aldeburgh’s future… A prosperous,
properly protected coastal town that is wellorganised and proud of its past as well as being
confident in its future. A welcoming place where
visitors arrive expectant and leave uplifted. A
united town with a definition of community that is
broad and inclusive – Aldeburgh Town Plan 2015
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Introduction:
Aldeburgh is a small town situated on the Suffolk Coast between Lowestoft and
Felixstowe of around 2,700 inhabitants, roughly 2 miles south of Sizewell B and
principally accessed by one single carriageway ‘A’ road.
It is served by a variety of shops, public houses, cafes and restaurants and its
Primary School is a feeder school for Alde Valley Academy, Leiston.
The town and surrounding area lie within the Suffolk Coast and Heaths AONB which
contains many areas of special interest (e.g. the AONB itself, RAMSAR, SSSIs), is
constrained by marshland to the north and the River Alde (RAMSAR, SSSI site 682)
to the south.
It is a well-known ‘destination’ town, heavily associated with the arts, due to targeted
policies promoting this by the Local Planning Authority. The demise of traditional
livelihoods such as fishing means that the town’s viability almost entirely depends
on tourism and leisure. This prosperity attracts uplift to the surrounding villages,
together with trades and some, but not exclusively, seasonal work. Second or holiday
homes now account for approximately 50% of houses and the town has worked hard
to improve the year-round tourist offering, the population regularly swelling from under
3,000 to well over 15,000 at peak times.
The town is renowned for having a strong international presence in the Arts and
Music. Various events now attract visitors throughout the year; there are annual
Documentary, Poetry and Literature Festivals, a Summer Theatre and various
musical events, High Tide and the Aldeburgh Festival. It is known as the home of
Benjamin Britten and Elizabeth Garrett Anderson. E M Forster and Susan Hill have
all cited the area as inspirational. In addition to two sailing clubs and a golf club, there
are opportunities for walking, cycling and some fishing, both commercial and for
pleasure.
Continually at risk from the ongoing effects of the North Sea, Aldeburgh has a
naturally shifting beach, retained in part by groins checking erosion and drifting. In
May 2016 as part of continuous recharging of the defences, diggers worked to
position 5,000 tonnes of rock armour brought in by sea on barges to bolster the
coastal defences in front of Aldeburgh Yacht Club, protecting the narrow strip of land
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between the Martello Tower and Fort Green.
The attractive beach, town and river are major draws to visitors, set as it is within a
remarkably unspoilt area. The design of Sizewell ‘B’ being of excellent design could
be said to enhance rather than detract from the scenery to the north of the town.
In general, Aldeburgh Town Council (ATC) will confine its answers to those areas
specifically impacting on the town of Aldeburgh; where some issues may also affect
the surrounding area, some are peculiar to the town. While ATC wishes to support
other areas, villages, Parishes, with specific demands and needs, these will not be
covered in this detailed feedback but may form additional supporting material where
relevant.
Where it is considered that ATC is unable to give a fully quantifiable response due
to insufficient knowledge, where appropriate a considered opinion will be given.
In addition, it is important that it is recognised that information and opinions now
offered, will be out of date by the time this project becomes live.
ATC understands the National Government’s decision that new nuclear power
stations should have a role to play in this country’s future energy mix, and that it
would be in the public interest to allow energy companies to build these at sites
deemed potentially suitable.  
The following is ATC’s response to the Stage 3 Consultation for this new build to take
place at Sizewell.
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Sizewell C Proposals Overall
The impact upon Aldeburgh will be two-fold.
There will be physical difficulties - traffic congestion and disruption,
infrastructure overload, imbalance of accommodation needs and requirement
and possible damage to the beach, the coastline and the wider environment.
More immediately, is the perception that the construction of Sizewell C will
have a negative impact on the image of the town, resulting in a massive
reduction in visitor numbers and a threat to Aldeburgh’s economy, based
as it now is on tourism. Visitors trying to get into Aldeburgh might find
neighbouring towns more appealing and easier to access after construction
and possibly continuing for the life of Sizewell C.
EDF Energy has not provided sufficient information at this Stage 3
consultation to truly enable informed choices to be made on the options
that are being presented, and therefore provide solutions to any related
problems.
No reasons have been given for some options being increased or reduced,
the level of detail presented falls short of permitting ‘adequate consultation’ to
take place, as set out in EDF’s Statement of Community Involvement.
The design of the buildings should be to an exceptionally high standard to
complement and enhance the ‘Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty’ (AONB)
in which it is proposed to be built.
EDF Energy must explore fully sustainability issues in the development of ‘C’
and also in any legacy infrastructure remaining to the local communities.
Central Government should be required to step in here by bringing forward
projects and funding new ones, especially based on the road network,
possibly helping to jointly create the ‘Eastern Powerhouse’ or ‘Renewables
Gateway’.
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This will help access not just to the town and immediate area, but enhance
communications and improve life opportunities to the north of the county
and further into Norfolk.
That a sustainable legacy remains is important, in the form of uplifted
skills, road, rail, further education and sporting facilities, accommodation,
together with generally sustainable economic compensation for the
decades of externally imposed development from the project to mitigate
the disruption caused.
Specifics might include the introduction of a cycle path from Aldeburgh to
Thorpeness and northwards to Sizewell and supporting the refurbishment
of the Newson Garrett built Jubilee Hall, left in perpetuity for the people of
Aldeburgh.
Infrastructure, local roads together with other services (such as sewerage)
may need updating/enlarging by EDF Energy, this could possibly be at the
expense of other communities, not directly affected, by diverting scarce
investment resources.
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Visual Impact:
ATC believes that EDF Energy is missing an opportunity to create iconic
within this important Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

buildings

ATC believes that limited investigation has taken place to reduce the impact on the
AONB by an improved or modified design to improve the fit of Sizewell C into the
landscape.
EDF Energy has failed to provide sufficient evidence to justify its decision to build a grey,
concrete reactor cover instead of white domes to complement the B site. In its desire to
save costs by replicating the Hinkley Point site design at Sizewell, EDF Energy has failed
to recognise the fundamental environmental difference between the two sites.
Sizewell is within an AONB and the design of the new building has to reflect this.
Nobody wants another grey, featureless structure blighting the skyline for many
generations to come.
ATC believes the placement of a generic design of nuclear plant into the AONB does
not meet criteria laid down in The Draft National Policy Statement for Nuclear Power
Generation (EN-6) which states:
“Projects need to be designed carefully, taking into account the potential
impact on the landscape. The development should aim to minimise harm
to the landscape and provide mitigation measures where appropriate. In
particular, the development should avoid harming AONBs, which have the
highest status of protection.”
In assessing the suitability of the Sizewell site to host a new-build, NPS (EN6) states
that “the visual and landscape impact of the development will be mitigated, in part, by
locating the principle structure along the same visual axis of the existing stations.”
Question: Given this guidance, why has EDF Energy sited the reactor buildings for
Sizewell C on such an axis that they will clearly visible west of the existing buildings
when viewed from Aldeburgh?
EN-6 (5.14.70+5.14.72) state that “given the scale of the development, there are likely to
be some long -lasting adverse direct and indirect effects on the landscape character
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and visual impacts on the Suffolk Coasts and Heaths AONB with limited potential for
mitigation.”
ATC strongly objects to proposals to erect additional pylons north of the Sizewell
C site. These would be intrusive and contribute to the industrialisation of this area.
Insufficient evidence has been presented to justify this decision, but ATC considers
it to be nothing more than a cost-saving exercise and calls for all new power
connections to be buried underground.
Suffolk County Council, Suffolk Coastal District, the East Suffolk Destination
Management Organisation and countless other bodies have spent millions of pounds
investing in this region’s tourist trade, principally because of the outstanding beauty of
the area.
This vital revenue could be jeopardised by ill-designed buildings and cut-price
associated infrastructure.
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Environmental effects:
Noise and vibration
ATC anticipates a substantial amount of noise and vibration from borrow pit extraction,
construction of the main site, accommodation campus, new road infrastructure, car
park construction and traffic movements. This will have a negative impact on historic
buildings, human health, wildlife, tourism and recreation.

Lighting
A generic copy of the design and lighting rationale of Hinkley Point C is highly
inappropriate in this AONB. Serious consideration should be given to alternative
schemes where lighting is diffused and does not pollute the skyline Many residents and
visitors have been or are attracted to this area because of the dark skies and lack of
light pollution.

Land use, including access and provision of green
spaces:
ATC is keen to understand how land will be allocated during the construction process.
Some areas have been identified, but there is also a significant volume of land currently
classified as AONB or SSSI which should be protected.
Sizewell is the only proposed nuclear site in Britain within an AONB and, as such, would
require significant mitigation measures to replace habitat lost during the construction
process and beyond.
To facilitate the transport model, many bridleways, cycle and footpaths and pedestrian/
cycle rail crossing will be closed either temporarily or permanently. This area of the
AONB is well-used and safe access for the public should be maintained at all times.
EDF Energy is planning to relocate infrastructure at Sizewell B to facilitate construction
work at the C site. This proposal would mean a significant loss of AONB land at
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Coronation Wood, a 100-year-old forested area, and Pillbox Field.
ATC is strongly opposed to this proposal.
(See Appendix 1– ATC response to Sizewell B Consultation)
This land forms a ‘buffer’ between the nuclear sites and acts as an important
screening measure. Green spaces around industrial sites should be enhanced and
not reduced.
ATC believes that EDF Energy has underestimated the extent of the mitigation
measures required to address this issue.

Air quality:
The potential construction of the main site, park and ride facilities, HGV compound
and associated buildings (training and visitors centre etc) will all give rise to dust
pollution and comprehensive suppression measures will be required.
If any of the local air quality management standards are predicted to be exceeded,
additional assessments should be undertaken, the results published and mitigation
arranged - or the activities ceased.
The extra air pollution and additional dust generated by the proposed spoil regime
needs to be continuously monitored, with contingency planning to deal with events
exceeding national guidelines.
ATC is concerned with dust drifting south to Thorpeness and to Aldeburgh and
calls on EDF Energy to put in place a strict monitoring regime within the town.   
Of equal concern are the short and long-term dangers of emissions from HGVs, LGVs
and the increased volume of other commercial and domestic traffic. The resulting
increase in diesel fumes on local roads will affect walkers, cyclists and residents and
could impact on roadside vegetation and wildlife.   This area produces
crops and vegetables and many farms border the A12 and roads approaching the
construction site.
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Water resources/sea defences/coastal processes:   
ATC calls for a coordinated water-use strategy. A multi-agency approach is required
to formulate a coherent policy to deliver adequate resources for workforce activity and
industrial operations.   Abstraction and foul drainage collection/disposal would also be of
concern, as this may affect local groundwater levels. The risk of flooding from fluvial and
surface water and sewers during construction, would also need to be assessed.
ATC welcomes news that EDF Energy has abandoned its plan to build a jetty but is
disappointed by the lack of information provided by EDF about the long-term effects
of their preferred option, the beach landing facility. ATC is keen to see all relevant data
relating to this decision, particularly in respect of the permanent piles. These might
cause changes to the shape and/ or composition of the beach to the detriment of the
public.
ATC is concerned about the potential impact on the local fishing industry from changes
to the sea bed, sandbanks and tidal flows caused by developments which could impact
on the underwater topography. More evidence and research is needed from the fishing
industry regulators and marine organisations.
Results of any underwater surveys commissioned by EDF Energy should be made
available to enable local communities to assess the impact of its proposals on the
fishing industry and marine ecology.
The route of the SSSI crossing is a decision which must not be taken lightly. EDF Energy
say that this proposal is the best ecological choice.
There is no evidence for this assertion. All relevant bodies need to be consulted on
this important decision and EDF Energy should be guided by expert opinion and not
expediency.
The Draft National Policy Statement for Nuclear Power Generation (EN-6), recognises
that the development of Sizewell C could result in:
• An adverse impact on the capacity of the area to absorb and 		
		 disperse flood water.
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• Existing sand and shingle flood defences which might require 		
		 upgrading.
• A significant strategic effect on biodiversity could not be ruled out.
•
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A potentially adverse effect on the integrity of eight local EU sites of
importance, through impacts on water resources, habitat and 		
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People and economy:
ATC recognises the significant economic contribution that EDF Energy’s existing nuclear
power station makes to Aldeburgh and the immediate area and welcomes its ambition
to produce a long-term boost for the local economy with the construction of Sizewell C.
ATC recognises EDF’s aspiration to avoid, mitigate or manage any adverse social or
economic effects. Where negative impacts are identified these should be mitigated but,
of equal importance, is that positive impacts on the local economy are both secured
and maximised.
The importance of tourism, our significant retired population, unusually high property
prices and the large number of properties given over to short term rental are factors
which give rise to particular local sensitivities. In addition, the potential diversion of
workers from local trades and care and hospitality industries to higher-paid jobs at
Sizewell C gives rise to considerable concern.
ATC believes these issues have still not been adequately addressed by EDF Energy
and more work is required to satisfy the concerns of many people in the town.
The consultation document states that responses to Stage 3 will inform a separate
Health Impact Assessment, Community Impact Reports and an Economic Impact
Assessment, all of which will form part of the application for development consent.
It would be appropriate for ATC to examine these reports before submission of the
Development Consent Order application.

Local Job Market and Supply Chain:
ATC understands that EDF Energy will seek to employ local people and suppliers in
the construction and operation of this project. Whilst this has the potential to disrupt
availability of workers in the existing economy, ATC recognises there is an opportunity
for the local area to benefit from the creation of new jobs, development of skills and
business competency and supply chain opportunities.
The denuding of skills from the local economy and its adverse impact has been
15
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identified in the comprehensive response set out in 4.5.27-43 of the Consultation
Document.
However, this still gives rise to concern. Several hundred workers from existing local
firms will be required to fill high-paid roles at Sizewell, thus creating a shortfall of
essential employees in traditionally low-skilled jobs in Aldeburgh.
Evidence is emerging from Hinkley Point that skilled workers there are being
encouraged to transfer to Sizewell. This seems to fly in the face of EDF Energy’s
commitment to up-skill a local workforce and throws into doubt estimates of the
number of job opportunities at Sizewell C.
ATC calls for greater engagement with EDF Energy to formulate an employment
strategy to ensure there is a balance between the needs of the town and those of
Sizewell C.

Education, Skills and Vocational Training
Opportunities:
ATC believes that the opportunities for education and the development of skills would
be a major benefit to the local area. EDF Energy’s intention to train workers to meet
the demands of the project as it progresses is welcomed.
If EDF Energy is serious about recruiting and up-skilling local people, a raft of
infrastructure improvements are needed to enable young people to acquire the skills
required at Sizewell. Poor public transport links are denying education opportunities
to potential employees, together with broadband and mobile network deficiencies.
It is vital that EDF Energy recognises and responds to this problem. Improved
transport links and better infrastructure would give a long-lasting boost to the entire
area and could, eventually, attract new businesses and jobs
The training legacy plan must include a solution to prevent - post-construction large-scale unemployment created by a boom-and-bust scenario.
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Public services and community facilities
In its response at Stage 2, ATC raised concerns regarding the potential effects on
existing services used by the local community, such as medical facilities, police and
emergency services, the increased need for policing due to anti-social behaviour by
workers and an enhanced risk of terrorism.
ATC notes EDF Energy’s commitment to providing occupational health services for its
workforce at the main development site, but questions whether this goes far enough.
There could, potentially, be a residual impact on the town’s health facilities and a funding
contribution from EDF Energy should be sought.
Similarly, ATC would expect EDF Energy to make provision for school places for the
children of workers living in Aldeburgh during the construction period. At present, the
Primary School is at capacity and additional facilities will be required to accommodate
an influx of young people. EDF Energy needs to address this issue as a matter of
urgency.
ATC supports EDF Energy’s intention of implementing a code of conduct for all workers,
but feels even greater provision should be made - to include funding for additional
community police officer and installation of a hotline to report anti-social behaviour
ATC would be keen to see close collaboration between Suffolk Constabulary and EDF
Energy to address the concerns of the wider community
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Accommodation:
ATC believes there are huge ramifications for Aldeburgh in EDF’s accommodation
strategy and calls for a fundamental reappraisal of the proposals.
The proposed accommodation campus for 2,400 workers is regarded as “on-site.”
By no stretch of the imagination is this accurate. It is, in fact, located in the village of
Eastbridge/Theberton (population approximately 1,300) which is on the periphery
of the nuclear site. The provision of this accommodation campus will, in the opinion
of ATC, create enormous socio-economic problems locally and, potentially, for
Aldeburgh.
ATC believe the proposals will have a negative impact on the immediate area, leading
to anti-social behaviour and overcrowding in the limited number of restaurants, public
houses and leisure facilities nearby.
ATC is concerned that following a relatively short period of prosperity in this area, the
local economy is likely to slump post-construction work - as evidenced after Sizewell
B was built.
EDF Energy has told local authorities and the public that workers housed at the
accommodation campus and caravan park will have little impact on the socialeconomic well-being of the area. However, websites currently providing information
to workers at Hinkley Point nuclear site describe the accommodation at Sizewell as
being “surrounded by local restaurants and pubs offering an array of choice should
you wish to explore during an evening.”
This clearly implies that workers at Hinkley Point are being encouraged to move to
Sizewell and take full advantage of off-site facilities.
ATC believes that urgent consideration should be given to siting the main
workforce accommodation in urban areas, where infrastructure already exists to
cater for thousands of workers, with both Ipswich and Lowestoft able to provide
long-term accommodation. Either town would benefit from such an arrangement
which would provide an economic boost and a legacy of affordable housing. A
smaller, long-term facility could be housed at Sizewell for emergency and outage
workers.
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ATC fears that a large campus housing thousands of workers and sited within seven
kilometres of Aldeburgh would put the town’s public services and fragile tourist
economy at great risk.
  
ATC challenges EDF’s accommodation strategy on a number of issues:
•
		
		
•
		

At Hinkley Point, only 1,496 workers are accommodated within the 		
site. EDF propose to house 3,000 workers at Sizewell, despite opposition
at every consultation stage.
Question: Why is there a significant difference in the on-site worker
population between Hinkley Point and Sizewell?

•
		
•
		
		

EDF will provide shuttle bus transport to relay workers between 		
accommodation at Sizewell, train stations and leisure facilities.
Question: If EDF is prepared to provide this service, why can it not 		
provide a similar service to relay workers from accommodation in large
urban areas?

• ATC believes that economic considerations are the prime motivation for
		 the siting of the campus at Sizewell and calls for a more imaginative 		
		 solution to the present proposal.
•
		
		
		

ATC rejects the notion that a local campus would reduce pressure on 		
tourist accommodation and the private rental market or that it would allow
EDF to manage worker behaviour. No evidence to substantiate these 		
assertions has been submitted.

• ATC understands that at Hinkley Point, compensation was paid to local
		 communities where EDF estimates of worker ingress was under-		
		estimated.
• Question: Can communities close to Sizewell, including Aldeburgh, 		
		 expect the same level of compensation?
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Transport:
ATC recognises that EDF Energy has attempted to address many of the problems
that might be expected to arise for local communities.
However, ATC notes the exclusion of LGVs from the control measures and that the
effect of these vehicles should be considered along with that of HGV traffic from the,
likely, concurrent energy projects.
It is also noted with some concern that the road network improvements are not all
to be in place before the main construction begins. To have them in place for “peak
construction” is not satisfactory.

Traffic Modelling:
ATC is reassured that industry standards are being applied for traffic modelling, but is
concerned about the robustness of the assumptions underpinning the input to the
models e.g. proportions of workers walking, cycling or car sharing.
ATC has other concerns:
•
		
•
		
•
		

That traffic caused by other infrastructure projects is not, in totality, 		
considered by the models.
Of the effects of considerable pre-construction traffic not supported by
the necessary infrastructure.
On the possible congestion on the Woodbridge section of the A12, the
primary North-South Route.

Road-led proposals:
North and South Park and ride facilities
ATC welcomes the provision of park and ride facilities to reduce traffic to and from
the nuclear site and approves of the improved access on to the A12. This is an
opportunity to reduce air pollution by ensuring the buses used for the park and rides
are low emission vehicles, which provide a long-term legacy for the area.
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Major Road Improvements:
Theberton Bypass and Sizewell Link road
ATC considers the Theberton bypass an inferior solution to the link road, even in the
rail led strategy, principally because of likely LGV traffic volumes and the possible extra
traffic from other concurrent projects.
ATC still considers the mooted D-route (now referred to as the W-route) as a potential
alternative, especially as it would also ease traffic congestion in Saxmundham town
centre. The junction of the W-route and the A12 would seem a suitable site, also,
to house the accommodation block – thus providing a lasting housing legacy for
Saxmundham.

Two (Four) Villages Bypass:
ATC considers this to be an absolute priority only outweighed by the four village’s
option, which ATC prefers. Particularly welcome is the A12/A1094 junction improvement.

Yoxford Roundabout:
ATC welcomes the proposed improvement to this junction as it is likely to be a pinch
point and/or safety risk during construction.

Freight Management Facilities:
ATC welcomes the provision of the freight management facilities proposed in
conjunction with the road- led transport strategy. ATC does, however, this provision
should be made even within the rail-led strategy.
ATC also has concerns about HGV driver’s tachograph limitations. Large parts of the
county could be turned into an ad hoc HGV park when drivers have run out of driving
hours. A rigorous transport flow system is required to prevent this happening.

Minor Highways Improvements,
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Cycling and Rights of Way:
ATC asks whether EDF Energy would consider funding small schemes that would be
beneficial to the community. For example, the A1094/B1121 to Friston junction which
could be improved by better sight lines for those turning on to and off the A1094.
ATC would wish all rights of way, paths, cycling routes and bridleways retained and
enhanced where possible.

Rail Led Proposals:
ATC realises the value of the rail-led option for the removal of HGV traffic and urges
EDF Energy to further investigate options to make this strategy an effective means of
transport during the construction process. Over-reliance of road transport will create
air quality issues as evidenced in SCDC’s annual air quality status report:
www.eastsuffolk.gov.uk/environment/environmental-protection/air-quality/		
air-quality-consultations/open-consultations/)

Transport Strategy Conclusions:
ATC notes, with some regret, that the Jetty landing facility has been removed
from consideration. At the stage 2 consultation this received much support from
communities for relieving the road transport infrastructure of many heavy vehicles,
even though there were environmental and coastal process concerns.
Whilst ATC considers that EDF have listened to the responses on the transport
mitigation proposals in Stage 2 and that the Stage 3 proposals are a major advance
on these, ATC still feels that EDF Energy has some transport issues to address:
• A140 – to Wickham Market via Coddenham and B1078 – ban or 		
		 discourage this route as Coddenham is an unsuitable pinch point.
• The W-route should be preferred to theTheberton bypass for both rail 		
		 and road strategies.
• The four-village bypass option should be adopted.
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• Because of LGV concerns, local speed limits and traffic calming 		
		 measures should be employed on likely “rat run” routes e.g. via 			
		 Saxmundham Road/Leiston Road in Aldeburgh.
• The daily number of Park and Ride Bus journeys is considerable 		
		 and should be added to HGV journeys to assess possible heavy vehicle
		 nuisance, including air pollution.
• Projected hours of HGV/LGV movements would be more acceptable if the
		 link road was used for return journeys after the 23:30 delivery deadline.
• ATC also has concerns around the phasing of the infrastructure 		
		 projects (rail-led and road-led). It considers that these should be 		
		 completed pre-peak construction.
• ATC considers pre-construction traffic as a major problem for all 		
		 communities and that it has not been addressed adequately.
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Tourism:
Tourism is vital to the economy of Aldeburgh and any potential negative effect on the
tourism market is likely to have a significant social and economic impact on the town
and local area.
Tourism is responsible for the majority of the economic growth in the town, with many
of our residents and the residents of the surrounding area either directly employed in
tourism and hospitality or employed by businesses dependent on the sector.
Aldeburgh also provides the area’s main tourist accommodation centre, acting as a
draw for people visiting other attractions in the wider Suffolk Coastal region.
We are aware that EDF Energy is working with tourism stakeholders at a national,
county and local authority level to identify the potential impact on the wider tourist
trade.
However, ATC believes that, despite assurances from EDF Energy, the potential
impact on the Aldeburgh’s vital, but fragile, tourist-based economy has not been
fully assessed.
ATC has concluded that if Sizewell C is granted development consent, there could
be a catastrophic effect on the town’s economy. Aldeburgh should be regarded as a
particularly sensitive location and should be included in any discussions between EDF
Energy and other bodies to jointly agree measures to avoid or mitigate any adverse
effects on our tourist trade before they happen.
After EDF Energy’s Stage 2 public consultation, Suffolk Coastal District Council
working alongside Suffolk County Council remained concerned with the potential
impacts of the Sizewell C proposal on the economics of the project during
construction and operation phases.
In order to be in a position to challenge EDF Energy during their planned Stage 3
public consultation, a report was jointly commissioned to assess the potential local
economic impact of the Sizewell C development on East Suffolk.
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The report recognised there would be an economic boost, but also identified a
threat to the tourism trade:
“…...any discouragement of visitors from the local area will have a
negative economic impact. A 1% drop in visitor numbers would mean a
loss of £6 million of local economic impact per year, and a 5% drop in
visitor numbers would mean a loss of £30 million per year.”
The report also drew attention to another negative aspect of Sizewell C:
“…... It is recognised that much of the negative impact on the tourism
sector will be in close proximity to the site (e.g. through the loss of visitors)
whereas the benefit will be more widespread (e.g. through the provision of
accommodation for workers).”
The report, available through the East Suffolk Destination Management
Organisation, can be read in full at:
www.eastsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/sizewell-nuclear-power-station/sizewellc-economic-impact
ATC welcomes EDF Energy’s intention to make funding available through a
Tourism Fund but, at this stage, it is not clear how both the Housing and
Tourism funds would work. Previous experience has demonstrated that such
funds are difficult to access and are either remedial or project-driven.
ATC believes that EDF Energy should ringfence a substantial sum of
money to be used exclusively for the promotion of the town throughout the
entire construction process and beyond. Aldeburgh enjoys a reputation
for providing a wonderful holiday experience – that reputation must be
protected at whatever the cost.
It is vitally important that prospective visitors know the town is open
for business at all stages of construction. There is no point in EDF Energy
promoting the economic benefits of their proposals if they do not fully
take into account and accept some responsibility for, potentially, ruining
Aldeburgh’s tourist industry.
There is a prevailing view in Aldeburgh and the immediate locality that
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the benefits of the wind farm boom will accrue to other places, while
this area picks up the bill.
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Cumulative impact:
One of the areas of greatest concern to ATC is the cumulative impact of two concurrent
Nationally Strategic Infrastructure Projects within a few miles of the town.
The combined effect of these projects on Aldeburgh and the immediate area could be
devastating.
ATC is at a loss to know why these Government-inspired projects are being
independently undertaken by EDF Energy and Scottish Power Renewables.
As a matter of urgency, ATC calls on the Government to bring together EDF Energy
and Scottish Power to prevent long-term damage to the local economy and the local
landscape.
It is imperative that if both projects receive development consent, they should be
required to work together to minimise the environmental and economic impact on this
area.
In a letter to Government Ministers including the Secretary of State for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy, The Aldeburgh Society wrote:
“ ….there is an urgent need for central government to exercise policy
oversight over the decisions being made by the National Grid, EDF Energy
and Scottish Power. While local consultations are being organised efficiently
and in accordance with the law by EDF Energy and Scottish Power, there is
no real evidence of joined-up thinking by these companies and National Grid
concerning the major combined threat which their proposals make to a fragile
coastal and predominantly rural area that is supposed to be subject to high
level landscape protection.
“The Aldeburgh Society therefore calls upon the Government to examine the
development of the East Suffolk energy hub in a holistic way, in consultation
with the County and District Councils, and to do this in a clear and
transparent process in which all local interest groups can engage 		
constructively.”
An opinion fully supported by ATC.
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Mitigation:
In order to lessen the impact of EDF Energy’s proposals, ATC suggests the following
mitigation measures:

Environmental issues:
• On-site working lights should be extinguished by 11.30pm at the 		
			
latest.
• Perimeter and security lighting should be skilfully designed to 		
		 minimise light pollution.
• HGVs should be supervised by a banksman, eliminating the need for
		 audible alarms.
• All vehicles visiting the site should be electric or hybrid-powered.
• Only modern, fit-for-purpose vehicles to be used in the construction
		 process.
• The use of generators for power should be eliminated.
•
		
		
		

A substantial amount of landscaping will be required to mitigate the
loss of current natural habitat around the nuclear site. Consideration
should be given to the planting of semi-mature trees to accelerate 		
the screening process.

• For every tree taken down throughout the whole of the construction,
		 at least two must be replanted. This policy to include all road 		
		 improvement measures.
• Landscaping measures to start before the end of the construction 		
		 process.
• Permanent monitoring of air quality north and south of the site during
		 the construction phase.
• Permanent monitoring of the underwater topography to better 		
		 understand the impact of the beach landing facility on marine 		
		 ecology.
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• Greater engagement with local fishermen to determine the effects of
		 EDF Energy’s plans on fish stocks.
• Compensation funds available for fishermen whose livelihoods are at
		 risk from underwater construction.
•
		
		
		

Provide flood defence funds for local organisations, the Environment
Agency and the Internal Drainage Board to ensure adequate measures
are in place to counter any flood threat to communities, towns and 		
landscapes.

People and the economy:
  
• Investment in local workforce development, as part of a broader 		
		 initiative to support the energy and infrastructure sectors, and not just
		 Sizewell C.
• Commitment from EDF Energy and all supply chain businesses to the
		 recruitment of local workers.
• Investing in training and workforce development at the right time to 		
		 minimise any negative impact of displacement in the local economy.
• Ensuring that recruitment of local workers into higher quality roles in the
		 project is prioritised.
• Contributions to vital services such as a dedicated PCSO team for the
		 town to reduce anti-social behaviour and a dedicated response team
		 located locally.
• Additional health care provision (GP and/or Nurse- led) at the 		
		 Aldeburgh local Surgery and to fund a sustainable Minor Injuries Unit
		 at the town’s Community Hospital.
• EDF Energy to fund public transport for young people to be able to 		
		 access train links at Saxmundham to attend education and for older
		 people to remain mobile and access education and leisure.
• During the construction phase, reduced energy costs for each 		
		 household and business though % discount based on radius from 		
		 power station as in other parts of Europe.
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Accommodation:
• Ensure there is sufficient campus accommodation to be able to 		
		 manage the number of workers staying in tourist accommodation.
• Workers campus to have its own full-qualified doctors’ surgery, with
		 counselling facilities.

Transport:
• All EDF Energy-controlled Park and Ride buses to be specified as 		
		 low emission to reduce pollution.
• Automatic Number Plate Recognition technology to be installed on 		
		 all major roads being used by EDF Energy construction vehicles. 		
		 Increased parking facilities in Aldeburgh at all car parks.
• Helping local communities fund speed limits, village gateway and 		
		 traffic control measures (with Welcome to Aldeburgh signs).
• 40mph buffer zones at Snape and Aldeburgh on A1094
• An upgrade to the Lowestoft – Ipswich line would enable workers 		
		 to access jobs and provide education opportunities for students. 		
		 Improved rail services would also reduce HGV traffic on local roads.		
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Legacy:
Large-scale infrastructure projects should provide a long-term legacy for those areas
affected by construction work, attracting and encouraging new businesses and jobs.
However, ATC would like EDF Energy to support small, local initiatives which can be
delivered easily and economically.
Projects suggested by residents, organisations in the town and visitors include:
Grant scheme for the refurbishment and maintenance of the Newson Garrett-built
Aldeburgh Jubilee Hall, left in perpetuity for the people of Aldeburgh as an arts, theatre
and music venue.
Create off-road cycle paths from Aldeburgh to Thorpeness and northwards to Sizewell
and a second off-road cycle and footpath from Aldeburgh to Snape Maltings.
Permanent Band stand on the beach.
Funding of a coherent bus transport strategy, to provide a vastly-improved service for
the community – to include the provision of new shelters to encourage bus use.
Donate to costs of a parking cheme in Aldeburgh - to help counter displaced parking by
Sizewell construction workers.
Fund Electric Vehicle FAST charging points on car parks.
Build hides for bird watchers.
Fund a Coastal/AONB nature visitor centre.
Low emission buses left as a legacy.
Endow an annual concert season in Aldeburgh/Snape.
Fund an extension and improved public facilities at Aldeburgh’s Community Centre.
Development of new legacy burial land.
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A legacy fund administered by ATC to which local projects could apply direct,
not modelled on the current schemes managed by EDF and SCDC which are for
environmental projects only.
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Conclusions:
ATC welcomes potential job opportunities in the town, the prospect of local businesses
benefitting from inclusion in the supply chain and improvements to the road
infrastructure in the area.
However, ATC is extremely concerned about further important issues which could
materially affect the prosperity of this world-renowned town.
Aldeburgh’s fragile economy is based on tourism and EDF Energy’s current
proposals strike at the heart of this vitally-important industry.
In the main, visitors to Aldeburgh travel by road. Public transport links are poor and the
motor car is the key to Aldeburgh’s continuing prosperity. EDF Energy is planning major
road works during the 10-year construction cycle which will almost certainly have a
major negative impact on the town’s economy.
For 10 years, holidaymakers, owners of homes in the town and day trippers - the people
who contribute millions of pounds every year to this area - will be competing with
HGVs, LGVs and a myriad of assorted vehicles using roads being reconstructed by EDF
Energy.
The effect on Aldeburgh will be devastating and ATC calls for far-reaching mitigation
measures to demonstrate that the town is open for business during the construction
phase.
ATC believes that EDF Energy should ringfence a substantial sum of money to be
used exclusively for the promotion of the town throughout the entire construction
process and beyond. Positive publicity should be generated by the appointment of
specialist marketing consultants to advise on an effective campaign to negate public
perceptions that the town is inaccessible, particularly during the construction phase.
ATC is deeply concerned about the siting of a 3,000-accommodation campus seven
kilometres from the town which could have a major impact on Aldeburgh’s existing
social services, medical facilities, additional parking places and a whole host of
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additional issues. The building of Sizewell B created many problems for this area and
memories are long.
The solution is simple. Do not dump your camp for 3,000 in a village with a
population of 1,300. Move it to established urban areas where there are plenty of
distractions and support services for construction workers.
ATC is also concerned with the design of Sizewell C.
In its desire to cut costs, EDF Energy is imposing a generic design power station on
an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and in contravention, ATC believes, of EN6
criteria. The design is ugly and will be a grey blot on the landscape visible for miles.
Now, EDF Energy want to erect pylons north of the nuclear site - a retrograde step
driven by the balance sheet.
Question: When will EDF Energy and other infrastructure projects realise that the
hundreds of thousands of visitors to this part of Suffolk come to see outstanding
scenery and not an industrial park?
ATC has reservations about the environmental impact of the Sizewell C development.
A vast amount of habitat replacement will be required to screen and soften the
appearance of the nuclear site. EDF Energy seems keen to take down a 100-year old
wood, but reluctant to accept that their landscape mitigation measures appear totally
unsatisfactory. Other environmental concerns include air quality monitoring, noise and
light pollution.
EDF Energy points to the economic benefits to the area during the construction and
running phase of Sizewell C. They do not provide a cost-benefit analysis covering the
plant’s 120-year lifespan from construction through to demolition.
It is all very well for EDF Energy to trumpet the upside of this development, but they
should be required to publish ALL financial data to enable a proper scrutiny of their
business model over the entire life-time of the plant
ATC remains adamant that the Government, committed as it is to Nationally
Significant Infrastructure Projects, should now take a lead in insisting that EDF Energy
and Scottish Power work collaboratively to ensure the protection of this outstandingly
beautiful area of East Suffolk.
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